































































































































































































Class X★ D" C B　　　　 IA　　　　 IAO
1　 (Jeff's
class)
22.9% 40% 17.1% 14.3%　　　12.9%　　　　12.9%
4 23.9% 15.2% 45.7% 13%　　　　　12.2%　　　　10%
5 40.2% 9.7% 36.1 9.7%　　　　　11.4%　　　　　12.8%
Totals 31.3% 18.2% 34.6% 11.7%　　　　11.9%　　　　　12.5%
'Agrade　of　X　is　given　to　students　who　do　not　attend　class　or　do　not　hand　in　any　work
.
"Agrade　 of　D　is　given　to　students　who　did　not　complete　the　minimum　amount　of　work
(generally　because　they　stopped　coming　to　class).
23
Conclusions
　　　　　 Given　the　nature　of　this　particular　student　population,　we feel　the　self-study　approach
to　be　a　better　solution　to　the"FER　problem"forteachers.　This　has　traditionally　been　a　class
teachers　avoided.　In　its　traditional　form　it　is　very　difficult　forany　teacher　that　tries　to
implement　a　course　similar　in　nature　to　the　regular　FE　classes.　Expecting　a　teacher　to
prepare　a class　for　20　different　ability　levels,　for　students　who　often　come　30　minutes　late　to
a45　minute　class　if　they　come　at　all,　and　who　have　failed　before　under　the　same　system,　is
illogical.　While　not　ideal,　the　aforementioned　approach　is,　we　think,　a　viable　alternative.　In
addition,　a　majority　of　students　enjoyed　working　at　their　own　pace　and　felt　hat　they　learned
from　the　class.
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